money

NOUN

1. A current medium of exchange in the form of coins and banknotes; coins and banknotes collectively
   'I counted the money before putting it in my wallet'
   'He borrowed money to modernise the store'

   - More example sentences
   - Synonyms

1.1 (money or monies) formal Sums of money
   'a sum of money paid into and out of the account'

   - More example sentences

1.2 The assets, property, and resources owned by someone or something; wealth
   'the main coin of a commercial organization is its make money'

   - More example sentences
   - Synonyms

1.4 Payment for work: wages
   'She accepted the job at the public school since the money was better'

   - More example sentences
   - Synonyms

1.6 A wealthy person or group
   'Her aunt had received money'